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The Problem
Fragmentation debris is by far the largest contributor to the total number of
objects in orbit. Such debris is created when objects break up or collide.
The probability of collisions increases exponentially with the number of
objects present.

In order to be able to launch
new satellites safely, old ones
need to be removed as fast
as possible.

CubeSats provide a platform
to demonstrate new tech. &
lead best practice
Growth of the Orbital Debris Problem
– NASA Orbital Debris Program Office.
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Mission Objectives
InflateSail’s aim is to demonstrate the effectiveness
of using an inflatable mast & drag-sail in low Earth
orbit (LEO) to increase the rate at which a satellite
loses altitude and re-enters the Earth's atmosphere.
This prevents a satellite from contributing to the
existing 7,000 tonnes of ‘space junk’ in orbit & from
being involved in any potentially disastrous
collisions.
The project was funded under two EC FP7
programmes: DeployTech and QB50.
InflateSail (QB50 GB06) was designed and built at
Surrey Space Centre (SSC) for the Von Karman
Institute (VKI), Belgium.
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Key Partners
Key partners in the development of the mission were:
• University of Surrey (Surrey Space Centre – SSC), UK
• Von Karman Institute (VKI), Belgium
• Innovative Solutions in Space (ISIS), The Netherlands
• Stellenbosch University (Electronic Systems Laboratory – ESL), South Africa
• Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research (TNO)
• CGG Safety and Systems, The Netherlands
• University of Cambridge, UK
• Airbus D&S, France
• RolaTube Technology, UK
• Athena Space Programmes Unit, Greece
• NASA M.S.F.C., USA
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InflateSail – Drag Deorbiting Sail
Spacecraft mass

3.2 kg

Spacecraft stowed volume

32 x 10 x 10 cm (3U CubeSat)

Mast inflation system

Cool Gas Generators, 3.9 g N2 each

Inflatable mast stowed / deployed length

63 mm / 1 m

Deployed drag sail area

10 m2
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InflateSail – Avionics

SSC Focussed on the payload design

~1U Avionics Stack is a mix of in house &
purchased subsystems:
ADCS one of several units developed jointly by
Surrey/Stellenbosch for QB50 programme –
includes sun sensors, magnetometers, gyros &
magnetorquers. OBC also ADCS controller

Payload
(SSC)

Valve Controller Board
(SSC)

ADCS
(Stellenbosch/SSC)
OBC

EPS
(GOMSPACE)

EPS procured from GOMSpace
Comms procured from ISIS
OBC software uses Surrey RTOS with our
standard subsystem management modules &
dedicated mission modules.

Solar
Panels
(SSC)

TRXUV
(ISIS)

Antenna
(ISIS)
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InflateSail – Drag Deorbiting Sail
Engineering Model
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InflateSail – Sail Deployer
Bistable CFRP booms

Motor in shaft

Sail wrapped
here
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InflateSail – Inflatable Mast

Packs into 1U (~6 cm sail)
For pattern details, see paper!
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InflateSail – Inflatable Mast
he inflatable cylindrical mast consists of a aluminium-BoPET (biaxiallyoriented polyethylene terephthalate) polymer three-ply laminate.
2 x 13 µm Al layers
1 x 13 µm BoPET layer
Withstands 50 N compression
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InflateSail – 3U CubeSat
Flight Model – Delivered to ISIS 10th April 2017
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InflateSail – First Results
The beacon signal was very strong & exactly on the predicted frequency.
Our automatic ground systems received telemetry on all passes.

Battery voltage, solar array currents, solar cells charging currents & transmitter
powers all nominal – and in good health.
The spacecraft rotation rates looked to be ~ ½ rpm.
Internal temperatures were ranging from ~ 20 oC to ~ -2 oC.
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InflateSail – Payload Activation
Mast/Drag-Sail Deployment

InflateSail was pre-programmed to deploy the mast/drag-sail payload
automatically, without need for ground command.
Once clear of the launcher and other satellites, the mast was inflated & the sail
was deployed to 70% of its full area (by design) & then on 27th June 2017, it
deployed under programmed automatic command to its full 10 m2 area.
We observed a distinct change in the spacecraft’s rotation rate, which
confirmed the deployment.
InflateSail proceeded to lose altitude rapidly.
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InflateSail – Occultation
• Occasional abrupt loss of signal during passes
• One period of low battery voltage and low temperatures, thought to be
due to Boom and Sail shadow

Battery voltage
dip to 7.7 V

Transceiver temp
dip to -12 C
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InflateSail – Deorbiting
Dynamics During Decent

B* (drag) was seen to correlate with solar activity
Eccentricity went up – then down (possible diurnal effects)
S/C rotation vector changed – from sail from edge on to the flow (inertia
coupling) to the expected “shuttle-cock” stability mode – with “wind-milling”
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Friday, 10 August 2018
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InflateSail – Optical observations

Mike Rupprecht, Germany, 01/09/2017

•
•

Sapienza University, Italy, 27/06/2017

Naked Eye object at +4 apparent magnitude.
Observations showed brightening/dimming cycle consistent with sail quadrants
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InflateSail – Deorbiting
Decent to Re-Entry: 505km to atmospheric destruction, 23rd June 2017 to 3rd September 2017

The mast/drag-sail system proved to be very effective, & the spacecraft
dropped from 505km to re-entry (250km) in just less than 72 days.
The grey line shows the other passenger CubeSats for comparison.

InflateSail came down over South America at 01:27UTC (+/-6min) on 3rd Sept. ‘17
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Applications – Drag sails
InflateSail has been a highly successful mission, which has demonstrated the
practicality of using drag augmentation to actively de-orbit a spacecraft.
The use of similar systems on microsat platforms allows use of higher altitude
orbits, whilst staying within the IADC 25 year guideline
The team are currently working on new systems & experimenting with new
deployment mechanisms, sail materials & sizing
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Conclusions
InflateSail was launched & completed its mission in 2017
•
•
•
•

First European Drag-Sail to be deployed in orbit
Joint second biggest sail deployed from a CubeSat
First successful in-orbit use of inflatable structures on a CubeSat
Large amount of drag sail dynamics data returned from orbit
Technology demonstrated now being used in MicroSats
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